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This project is a Microsoft Windows Vista shell namespace extension that provides an interface to the registry similar to the one
provided by Windows Explorer. The registry interface provided by the namespace extension is based on the IShellFolder2
interface. With a registry interface, it is possible to write extensions for Windows Explorer that interact with the Windows
registry in a more powerful way than what is currently provided in Windows Explorer. Windows Explorer currently implements
a view of the registry data source that is mostly based on files and folders. This project is intended to supplement Windows
Explorer by providing a view of the registry that is more powerful and provides access to additional attributes of the data that
isn't available through files and folders. This project is meant to be a starting point for anyone that wants to develop and
implement registry based shell namespace extensions or modify the Windows Explorer registry interface to provide additional
functionality. The project consists of several modules. Each module defines one part of the registry view as defined by the Shell
namespace extension specification. It is possible for several modules to work together to provide a complete view of the
registry. This project implements the data source (IShellFolder2 interface), view (via SHCreateShellFolderView interface with a
registry view extension filter), and property store (via IPropertyStore2 interface). The project provides a property store factory
that can be used to add properties to the registry. The accessor filter for the registry view is based on the IShellFolder2
implementation. The project features a set of command line tests that can be used to verify that the interface is implemented as
expected. Requirements: Visual Studio 2005 Professional Edition (or higher). The registry is already installed on your computer.
The registry path can be found by selecting "Start", then "Run". In the "Open" box, type in "regedit.exe" and press enter.
Windows SDK for Windows Vista. When you build the solution, it will use the Windows SDK from the Windows Vista
installation. You will have to run the Integrate Windows SDK with Visual Studio 2005 command to have the Windows SDK
installed. Additional information can be found at: This project also uses ATL 7.1 and the latest version of the Windows Forms
Framework. For more information about the ATL
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• A Simple Explanation of the Specification • An Explication of the Plans and Goals • An Overview of the Core Technology •
Key Features of the NameSpace Extensions • Sample Code in Visual C++ • A C++ Class Library for developers to extend the
Shell Namespace • A Sample Shell Namespace Extension running in Visual Studio 2005 • A Visual Studio Project Template for
creating your own Shell Namespace Extensions • A Sample VS Solution for a Windows Explorer Namespace Extension • Plans
for future extensions •.NET Extensions to the Shell Namespace Extensions Framework • More Information About.NET •
Introduction to Protocol Handlers • Additional Information about Protocol Handlers • A Sample REGEDIT View
Implementation • A Sample Search Provider Implementation • The Registry Sample This Shell Namespace Extension provides
a method to allow Windows Explorer to expose all of the registry data within a view. Microsoft has shown the power of this in
their recent foray into providing Shell namespace extensions. This project looks to exploit that extension point and provide an
example of how this new VS feature can be used. • Microsoft claimed that the RegEditView allows you to use a new API that
allows a user to directly manipulate the registry data in a sort of registry explorer view that the user is accustomed to. This
means that you can now see the registry data as the user would see it through the Windows Explorer interface. The original
RegEditView does this in the following way. First it creates an IShellFolder2 interface for the view and then uses
SHCreateShellFolderView to create a view of the registry data. The view knows to expose the IShellFolder2 interface and then
it pushes the IShellFolder2 interface on to the Explorer shell which handles the registration of the interface and allows the user
to interact with the data directly. The Windows Registry Namespace Extension adds a new interface IShellNamespaceView to
provide the new data source for view creation. Then, the view itself just needs to expose a new interface IShellFolderView
which is how the view knows to provide the new interface to the shell and then it uses the IShellFolderView interface to interact
with the data directly. • Microsoft showed a simple interface to using the new interface. In fact, Microsoft provided a sample
window that didn't even use the new interface. It simply had a tree view, filter bar, and some buttons. All of that functionality is
provided by the new interface. The interface includes most of the same features as the original Reg 6a5afdab4c
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Registry shells enhance the standard Windows Explorer experience by providing a dynamic view of the Windows Registry.
Windows Explorer displays a Windows Explorer window which is driven by the standard interface object IShellFolder2. The
view of the registry is provided by a new shell object, SHCreateShellFolderView. This shell object provides the user with an
interface to the registry data, using the standard interface IShellFolderViewCB. A filter object which is driven by the standard
interface IPropertyStoreFilter is also provided. Registry shells also provide support for their native clients to extract information
from the registry and to interact with the registry in various ways such as modifying registry data or performing searches.
Registry Shells are comprised of two parts: · The object that holds the data source that is being displayed in a window · The
object that provides the interface that the user has to the data source The object that holds the data source is an IShellFolder2
object which provides the means for the registry shells to manage its content. By using the IShellFolder2 interface, a shell can
use a standard set of functionality in its objects, such as enumerating, browsing, and storing data on a system, which a standard
IShellFolder window can only perform on the local system. Every registry shell has its own IShellFolder2 object, which
implements the objects in the IShellFolder2 interface. For example, in CRegView Shell (regview.dll), the implementation of the
IShellFolder2 interface is pretty simple: shell = SHCreateShellFolderView( NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, "Windows Registry
Shell", NULL, NULL, NULL); When a shell IShellFolder2 object is created, it is passed a value for the pidl (path id) parameter
of the IShellFolder2 interface. The SHCreateShellFolderView function below returns a PIDL corresponding to a shortcut to the
registry shell in the form of a PIDL pointing to a "shell object" file that is located in the shell's path. PIDL pidl =
SHCreateShellFolderView(NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL); You can obtain the pidl of a registry
shell from a system that has a registry shell by using the SHCreateShellFolderView function with the pidl value you got from the
SYSTEM hive. shell = SHCreateShellFolderView( NULL, NULL, PIDL pidl,

What's New in the?

The Windows Registry Shell Namespace Extension allows Windows Explorer to view and interact with the Windows Registry
data via Explorer windows. It demonstrates existing Shell extensibility points like IShellFolder2 and SHCreateShellFolderView
and also demonstrates new concepts in Vista including the property system, property schema extensibility, and content indexing
via Protocol Handlers. This project is implemented using C++ and ATL. Windows developers, and especially those with an
interest in developing Shell namespace extensions are probably familiar with the original Shell namespace extension sample
RegView. This project is an attempt to bring that sample into the Vista era of programming and demonstrates some of the key
advances available in the Vista platform. The solution consists of three subprojects: · RegNamespace - Implements all of the
Shell namespace objects including the data source (IShellFolder2), the view (via SHCreateShellFolderView with an
implementation of IShellFolderViewCB), the property store factory, and various other pieces, which will be discussed in more
detail in other sections of this wiki. · RegPH - Implements the protocal handler and filter for the registry data source. This
allows Windows Search to index the content of the registry. · RegLib - A static library of utilities shared between the other two
projects. This project is dependent on the latest Windows SDK for Windows Vista. Also, you will need to integrate the Vista
SDK environment into Visual Studio. This can be accomplished by running the Integrate Windows SDK with Visual Studio
2005 command that is installed by the SDK. Don't forget to elevate to run the command. Requirements: · Visual Studio 2005
Please take a look at the project homepage below, and feel free to email me (carl_bak@hotmail.com) for more information.
Karel Bak (ckbak) I am back from vacation, and had a chance to take a quick look at the finished port of RegView, and it works
quite well for me. Despite not being natively built for Vista, it works very well on Windows XP, and after spending a few days
working through the error messages, it works like a charm on Vista. I am sure most of this is due to the fact that the first
prototype of RegView was built using the original Windows SDK release
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 10 (64-bit and/or 32-bit) Additional Notes: There are a few known issues
with this emulator for Mac OS X. The installation may occasionally crash, indicating an issue with the Wine tool. Please make
sure to exit any instance of the emulator before restarting Steam. The emulator may crash when Steam is started. If this occurs,
make sure to wait for Steam to exit first and then try starting the emulator again. If this occurs on every attempt, please
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